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Gazebos, Outdoor Rooms & Villas
Escape to the secluded sanctuary you’ve always dreamed of - a private tropical oasis, a serene Southern setting, a 

charming cottage retreat. Whatever your idea of peace and escape may be, Cal Designs provides a relaxing paradise 

right in the comfort of your own backyard.

Step inside any one of our customized Outdoor Rooms and you’ll be instantly transported to a different time and 

place, secluded from the demands and stresses of everyday life. Create an open-air pavilion for relaxing twilight din-

ners; add a fully enclosed Outdoor Room for weekend retreats with the family; or enjoy your own private day spa 

large enough to house a sauna, hot tub, and changing area. A variety of shapes and sizes also enables you to expand 

your outdoor living space with versatility - add an outdoor home office, craft room, play house, or pool house.

Masterfully crafted from quality materials, all Cal Designs Outdoor Rooms are UBC and IBCO approved. We use only 

the best components such as premium Redwood, our exclusive maintenance-free Cal Preferred™ synthetic wood, 

and 30-lb. and 70-lb. live-load roofs. Available in many colors, styles and custom options. Affordability and beauty 

that perfectly complement your entire outdoor home resort. Experience the quality, style and craftsmanship of Cal 

Designs outdoor rooms and villas today!

Surround Systems
Surround yourself in style with a Cal Designs spa surround. Cal Designs Surrounds instantly give your Cal Spas hot 

tub an elegant face-lift and can be customized to fit any backyard landscape. Cal Designs Surrounds are Engineered 

to Last with the highest-quality natural and synthetic material and add value and functionality to your Cal Spas hot tub. 

Our spa surrounds program allows you to add your own personal touch to your Cal Spas hot tub by giving you the 

option to create your own configurations – from individual benches, bar tops, steps and more. The sky is the limit! 

Create the ultimate hot tub retreat that fits your hot tub, style and budget today!

Metro Surrounds & Components
Instantly add an elegant touch to any Cal Spas hot tub with the Cal Metro Surround. The Cal Metro Surround features 

a knock down design, and is easily assembled. This breathtaking spa surround combines a sleek metal base with a 

top to match any Cal Spas hot tub with Cal Preferred™ cabinets. The Cal Metro Surround conveniently features inde-

pendent, movable components, which can be used to create hundreds of different hot tub décor options. A bar and 

barstools are included in the Cal Metro Surround package, making your Cal Spas hot tub the ultimate entertainment 

destination for family and friends. All components are available individually to customize your backyard garden to your 

exact specifications. Create the backyard spa retreat of your dreams with the Cal Metro Surround today!

Accessories for every backyard Home Resort,
Cal Designs makes it easy to give your Cal Spas hot tub or backyard landscape additional value and functionality with 

an attractive spa surround and backyard accessories. Host a backyard party from the comfort of your spa with built-in 

bar tops, included barstools and bench seating, add an additional bar and stools in any area you want, you are your 

own exterior designer of your backyard paradise. Cal Designs products are Engineered to Last with the best natural 

and synthetic material or premium Redwood.

INNOVATION & DESIGN EXCELLENCE
Over the years, Cal Designs has earned a reputation for producing quality gazebos, surround 
systems and accessories that are at the forefront of innovation & design. Cal Design continues 
to be the leader in innovation and designs, creating the ultimate outdoor living experience. Cal 
Design also supports the local community by donating products to foundations like The Boys & 
Girls Club, Weingart Center Association and more. Cal Design products can also be found in local 
and national publications and seen on popular national televisions shows
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Lattice Gazebos, Outdoor Rooms
Simple elegance at its finest, the Cal Designs Lattice Gazebo is a classic addition to your Cal Spas® hot tub, 
patio set or garden. Perfect for accessorizing with climbing vines and planters, the Lattice Gazebo provides 
a beautiful accent to your Home Resort. Lattice panels provide privacy without hindering your view from 
the spa. Available in: Cal Design Redwood or Cal Design Vinyl. A woven-design roof creates shade while 
allowing sunlight to filter through. Redwood or polycarbonate roofs are available for complete cover.

Lattice Gazebo 
8’ x 8’

Lattice Gazebo 
10’x 14’ or 12’x 12’

Lattice Top Mount with Bar Gazebo 
8’ x 8’

Bar mounted
in back
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Luxury Gazebos, Outdoor Rooms
The Cal Design Luxury Gazebo provides stylish housing for your Cal Spas hot tub, patio set or outdoor 
furniture  providing extra privacy and protection. Rounded or square corners and French-style sliding 
plexi-glass windows impart elegance and refinement. Add an optional bay window with seat, bi-folding 
windows, a bar, barstools and garden bench for extra seating and character. Add more living space to your 
garden gazebo with this wonderful 5’ x 8’ Alcove. Durable and stylish polycarbonate roofing.
Available in: Cal Design Redwood or Cal Design Vinyl.

Luxury Gazebo FS
8’x 8’

Luxury Gazebo
8’x 8’

Luxury Gazebo
10’x 14’  or 12’x 12’

Inside View
of Roof
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Tuscany Gazebo
available in 

10’ x 14’ and 12’ x 12’

Tuscany Gazebos, Outdoor Rooms
The popular Tuscany outdoor room features an innovative design and striking features. Inspired by 
Mediterranean alfresco-style living, the Tuscany Gazebo is an elegant, enclosed multi-purpose outdoor room 
that complements any backyard landscape. It is available in 10’ x 14’ and 12’ x 12’ models and features a 
polycarbonate roof, tall open walls, full-size residential-style door, and beautiful stone corner design with 
elegant trim. A bay window, bay door and a convenient storage bench are available as optional features. 
Screen walls or plexiglass walls with sliding windows are also available as upgraded features.
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Corners with ledges 
and Cal Stone accents

Features a polycarbonate roof 

Finished–inside and out

The oversized 36” x 78” entry 
door is sized for easy access

Tuscany Gazebo 
Bayside Window
Interior (optional)

Tuscany Gazebo
with Screens

Tuscany Features

Polycarbonate Roof

Grey

Cal Preferred™ Color Choices

MistMahogany Smoke Teak

Redwood

Red Stain

Synthetic with a natural wood appearance.

Grey Stain
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Cal Design Villas, Pergolas, Patio Covers
Cal Design Villas & Pergolas are the perfect combination of shade and sunlight. Enjoy a cool breeze and 
bask in the warm sunshine on summer days. Available in: Cal Design Redwood or Cal Design Vinyl. 
Choose from several styles of roofing such as the solid polycarbonate roof or open air roofing. Customize 
your freestanding Villa or Pergola with Cal Stone accents on columns and Ameristone® stucco to best 
match your home. Roman columns come in a natural finish or select a round column for full coverage in 
Ameristone stucco®. You are the designer of your backyard garden retreat, turn your vision into reality!

Villa 50  
10’ x 10’ or 12’ x 12’

Villa Colors, Finishes & Roof Styles

Round
Available in:
Ameristone 
stucco

Roman
Available in 
Natural
finish as 
shown

Natural Stone 
Half Post
Top: Available in 
Ameristone Stucco 
Bottom: Available 
in Cultured Stone

Column Choices

White Villa 100 Brown Villa 100 Gray Stain Villa 200 Red Stain Villa 200

Printed color may vary from actual tile/stone/stucco colors and textures. Ask your Cal Designs Dealer to view an actual sample.

Pearl Haze River Rock Stony Creek Champagne Gray White Ash 
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Villa 200
10’x 10’ or 12’x 12’ 

Villa 400
10’x 14’ or 12’x 12’

Villa 100
10’x 10’ or 12’x 12’ 

Printed color may vary from actual tile/stone/stucco colors and textures. Ask your Cal Designs Dealer to view an actual sample.
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Cal Metro
Shown with Bar and Bench Configuration

Cal Design Metro Surround, Backyard Accessories
Instantly add an elegant touch to any Cal Spas hot tub with the Cal Metro Surround. The Cal Metro Surround features a 
knock down design, and is easily assembled. This breathtaking spa surround combines a sleek metal base with a top to 
match any Cal Spas hot tub with Cal Preferred™ cabinets. The Cal Metro Surround conveniently features independent, 
movable components, which can be used to create hundreds of different hot tub décor options. A bar and barstools are 
included in the Cal Metro Surround package, making your Cal Spas hot tub the ultimate entertainment destination for family 
and friends. Create the backyard spa retreat of your dreams with the Cal Metro Surround today!!
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Cal Metro
shown with Bench and Privacy Panel

Printed color may vary from actual tile/stone/stucco colors and textures. Ask your Cal Designs Dealer to view an actual sample.

Cal Metro
Shown with Bar, Bench and Privacy Panel

Privacy Panel 
 

Chair Bench  Step, 2 Tier 30” Corner Bench 

Step, 2 Tier 60”

Bar 77” or 36” 

Bar Stool Corner Bar Bench 77” or 36” 

This breathtaking spa surround combines a sleek metal base with a top to match any Cal Spas hot tub with Cal Preferred cabinets.
The Cal Metro Surround conveniently features independent, movable components, which can be used to create hundreds of 
different hot tub décor options for any hot tub or use as backyard décor anywhere you choose – regardless of the size or shape!
A bar and barstools are included in the Cal Metro Surround package. All Cal Designs surround components
are also available as individual pieces.

Cal Preferred™ Color Choices

MistMahogany Smoke Teak

Metal Framing: Grey Powder Coating

Grey

Synthetic with a natural wood appearance.
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Spa Surrounds, Spa Accessories, Backyard Accessories
Spa Surrounds & Accessories for Every Hot Tub, Cal Designs makes it easy to give your Cal Spas hot tub & backyard additional 
value and functionality with an attractive spa surround and backyard accessories. Host a backyard party from the comfort of your 
spa with built-in bar tops, included barstools and bench seating. Add a Canopy or Arbor as an grand entrance to your backyard 
resort. Cal Designs products are Engineered to Last with the best natural and synthetic material.

Package  1 Package  2

Package  3 Package  4

Package  5 Package  6
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Package  7

Package  8

Crescent Bench

Bench

Corner Bar

Round Table

Full Side Bar

Privacy Panel

Spa Surrounds, 
Spa Accessories, 
Backyard 
Accessories

Cal Preferred™ Color Choices

MistMahogany Smoke Teak

Redwood

Red Stain

Synthetic with a natural wood appearance.

Grey Stain
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Genesis Surrounds, Garden Arbor
Spa Surrounds & Accessories for Every Hot Tub, Cal Designs makes it easy to give your Cal Spas hot tub & backyard additional 
value and functionality with an attractive spa surround and backyard accessories. Host a backyard party from the comfort of your 
spa with built-in bar tops, included barstools and bench seating. Add a Canopy or Arbor as an grand entrance to your backyard 
resort. Cal Designs products are Engineered to Last with the best natural and synthetic material.

Canopy Available in two sizes: 
111”W x 60”D x 104”H and 135”W x 60”D x 109”H

Genesis Round Surround Genesis Surround

Canopy, Garden Arbor,
Garden Entrance
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Step Round 30” Step 60”, 3 TierStep 30”, 3 Tier

Step Angled 30” Step Angled Front 
69” or 77”

2 Tier Step, 69” or 77”

Step 60”, 2 Tier

StoolCorner Planter Planter 60”Crown Planter Tall Crown Planter Towel Tree

Step 30” 2 Tier 
with Handrail

Step 30”, 3 Tier
with Handrail

Step 60”, 3 Tier 
with Handrail

Step 35”, 6 Tier
with Handrail

Step 30” 
 

Bench Full Storage 60”

Crescent Storage

Storage Step, 2 Tier
 30” or 60”

Step Fitness Angled,
 3 Tier, 77”

Step Fitness Round,
3 Tier, 77”

Spa Accessories, Backyard Accessories
Customize your backyard with planters boxes, storage seating, barstools, steps in many sizes and shapes.
Available in: Cal Design Redwood or Cal Preferred™, a synthetic material with a natural wood appearance.

Cal Preferred™ Color Choices

MistMahogany Smoke Teak

Redwood

Red Stain

Synthetic with a natural wood appearance.

Grey Stain

Printed color may vary from actual tile/stone/stucco colors and textures. Ask your Cal Designs Dealer to view an actual sample.
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Your Authorized Cal Design Dealer:

Visit your Cal Design dealer today and transform your home 

into a Cal Design Home Resort with the world’s largest and 

most complete selection of stylish outdoor living products 

that inspire the imagination, add value to your home and en-

hance your lifestyle.  

©2013 Cal Design, a division of LMS, Inc. All rights reserved. Cal Design, Cal Spas. 
Cal Flame, and Cal Heat are trademarks of LMS, Inc.  All other brands, prod-
uct names, company names, trade names, trademarks and service marks are 
the property of their respective owners, and are used with permission. Cal De-
sign reserves the right to enhance, modify or discontinue products at any time 
without notice. Specifications may change without notice. Dimensions are ap-
proximate. Products are manufactured under US patent. Patent numbers are 
available. Photographs and graphics are for illustration purposes only and may 
differ from actual product.

The Home Resort Experience


